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Key Arguments Here:

Need to build as the ‘basic building block’:
• A Larger Research ‘Centre-structure’:
of director + senior researchers + researchers + admin. infrastructure

Alongside previously dominant
• Smaller Research Units/Groups:
of one Professor (PI)+ some PhDs + few Post-docs/Interns

Linked to emergence of Third Scholarly Mission 
of ‘use-oriented research’
in SYMBIOSIS with Third Capitalist Industrial Revolution 

(knowledge-economy-society)



https://www.nature.com/polopoly_fs/1.21991!/menu/main/topColum
ns/topLeftColumn/pdf/545283a.

NATURE journal

‘Biology needs more staff 
scientists’  Steven Hyman

NATURE (545:283-4), 18 May 2017
Independent professionals advance science in ways 
faculty-run labs cannot, and such positions keep 
talented people in research, argues Steven Hyman.

https://www.nature.com/news/biology-needs-more-staff-scientists-1.21991#auth-1


Big Influence on Me:
Stellenbosch University example of a New Centre: IWBT 

(‘Institute’ of Wine Biotechnology)
(Case Study 1 in Cooper HSRC book, 2011)

The Internal Structure of  Centre Y ,  
1 Director, Supported by a Senior Research Team of 4,  
5 Post-Docs, 4 Technicians, approx. 70 Postgraduates, 5 Administrative Staff 
(as of around 2000) 
 

*These personnel are researchers of the 
  IWBT, but are also lecturers for the 
  Dept. of Viticulture & Oenology 
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1. Some General Theoretical Perspectives 
from my past research work on (mainly) Industry-linked 
University research groups (11 case studies), 
and recently on University-Civil Society research linkages:

Summary of Theoretical Perspectives:
David Cooper (2013) ‘The university in national development: theoretical perspectives 
on a second academic revolution, linked to a third capitalist industrial revolution and 
the “missing” idea of a quadruple helix’. Helice 2(3): 23-29

Book:
David Cooper (2011) The University in Development. Use-oriented research: case 
studies of research centres and units at Western Cape universities. Cape Town:HSRC
Press: 

Article:
David Cooper (2009) ‘University-civil society (U-CS) research relationships: the 
importance of a “fourth helix” alongside the “triple helix” of university-industry-
government (U-I-G) relations’. South African Review of Sociology 40(2):153-180



1(i)
The Idea of Use-Inspired Basic Research (UIBR):

underpinning high-quality ‘use-oriented research’
Quadrant Model of Scientific Research
(Donald E. Stokes1997: Pasteur’s Quadrant: p.73, Figure 3-5):

Research is inspired by:

Considerations of Use?

No Yes

Quest for 
Fundamental
Understanding?

Yes

No

PBR
Pure 
Basic Research 
[exemplar 
Niels Bohr]

UIBR
Use-Inspired
Basic Research
[exemplar
Louis Pasteur]
PAR
Pure 
Applied Research 
[exemplar
Thomas Edison]



1(ii) 
The idea of a post-1970s 

‘2nd Academic (Scholarship) Transformation’

1st ACADEMIC  TRANSFORMATION/REVOLUTION (latter term used by 
Henry Etzkowitz)

• Begins Germany  early 1800s (and then Europe)
Second Mission of Basic Research added to First Mission of Teaching

>>> spreads to USA 1880s and then globally across universities.

2nd ACADEMIC  TRANSFORMATION/REVOLUTION
• Begins USA post-1970s 

adds Third Mission of Socio-Economic-Cultural  Development 
to other Two Missions >>> also spreading globally

• Must view the growth of Use-Oriented Research
(or  ‘Engaged Scholarship’)

as part of  2nd Academic  Transformation



(a) GO DEEPER INTO 
1ST ACADEMIC (SCHOLARSHIP) TRANSFORMATION:

• Universities abolished in France 
– after 1789 French Revolution:
>> Grandes Ecoles (professions) 

+ University of France 
(Paris+ regional faculties)

• Germany: nearly abolished but
– ‘Humboldtian Reforms’ early 1800s

(Wilhelmn von Humboldt: Prussian Education Min.)



German Influence >> later International

• Berlin U 1812 + professor-led disciplines 
• German prof = ‘Chair’ for life (civil servant)

– Hold chair with ‘research institute’ (chair-unit)
(prof + assistant lecturers on contract + PhD assistants)

– Single ‘discipline’ specialist e.g. languages, history, 
chemistry, experimental psychology

Crucial = new knowledge (driven by ‘research’)
(the essence of our modern day PhD requirement)

versus (old feudal professors) ‘master of the whole 
curriculum’ : teaching + scholarship (broad)



USA post-1876: 

• Incorporated German system into 
American research U’s post-1876

– Up to Civil War of 1860s almost entirely undergraduate 
colleges (‘go to college’) 

Then Johns Hopkins University 1876: postgrad only;
first ‘research university’ (PhDs + profs. of research)
>>> Harvard and others forced to follow
– By 1900 AAU (Assoc. Amer. U’s) of 15 research U’s: 
– set standard for common PhD with coursework system



Larger American Academic Departments 
rooted (for research) in ‘Prof-Unit’ Structure

• Late 1800s many returnee American profs 
with German PhDs, took on German 
disciplines but in larger American depts

• Consolidated ‘disciplines’, organisationally :
– Linked PhD dept. training to professor’s research
– National journals per (new) discipline emerged 

+ National associations per (new) discipline

Crucial: Teaching based on the Department, 
but Research based on the Professor-Unit (‘my lab’)



(b) 2nd ACADEMIC (SCHOLARSHIP)  
TRANSFORMATION 

• Begins USA post-1970s 
• Adds Third Mission of ‘Use-Oriented Research’

for Socio-Economic-Cultural  Development 

to other Two Missions 
(Teaching+Basic Research)

>>> Third Mission also spreading globally 
(Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa) 
via Engaged Scholarship 
with Industry + Government + Civil Society 



1(iii) 
The Idea of  

the ‘orphan’ U-CS research link, 
alongside the currently dominant U-I-G triple helix 
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The Idea of a future Knowledge-Society:
based on U-I-G-CS research linkages of equality = QUADRUPLE HELIX
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1(iv)
The Idea of the Post-1970s 2nd ACADEMIC (SCHOLARSHIP) REVOLUTION 

(and UIBR)

in Symbiosis with 
the Post-1970s THIRD CAPITALIST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION (Knowledge-Economy-Society)

Capitalist industrial revolution
Major technologies

(‘technological regime’) 
Capitalist form of 

economic organisation

First 
(1770s/1780s)
(led by Britain)

Initially textile machinery, iron 
working, water power, pottery, etc.

Later (from 1830s) steam engines, 
railways etc. 

Small family firm

1st
academic (scholarship) 

transformation
(early 1800s till early 1900s)Second 

(1870s/1880s)
(led by Germany)

Initially electricity, chemicals, steel, etc. 

Later (from 1920s) automobiles, aircraft, 
synthetic materials etc. 

National share-holding 
corporation

Third 
(1970s/1980s)
(led by USA)

Initially ICT, biotechnology, optical 
fibres, material science, nanotechnology 
etc.

Later ?

Transnational corporation-
cum-networks 2nd

academic (scholarship) 
transformation

(takes off from 1980s)



2. Summary of Model Types
of Research Groupings 

of the 1st and 2nd Academic (Scholarship) Transformations
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A Look again at:
a New (Real) Centre: 

Stellenbosch University‘s IWBT (‘Institute’ of Wine Biotechnology)

The Internal Structure of  Centre Y ,  
1 Director, Supported by a Senior Research Team of 4,  
5 Post-Docs, 4 Technicians, approx. 70 Postgraduates, 5 Administrative Staff 
(as of around 2000) 
 

*These personnel are researchers of the 
  IWBT, but are also lecturers for the 
  Dept. of Viticulture & Oenology 

POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS 
- honours, masters & doctoral - 
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3 (i)  Major Contraints
impacting on New Research Centres 

(at universities – from my data)
• Accountability of Director of Centre:

to HoDept or Dean or Res Office or Deputy V Chancellor?
• Centre funding often +R6 million:

how do you afford and manage a finance administrator?
how do you afford and oversee a res. group manager?

• Each Senior Researcher (‘Associate Professor Researcher’ level 
of appointment) manages their own small research unit, 
under co-ordination of the Director of the Centre:

how do you afford and retain such senior researchers?
• Director retires or moves on yet external research 

partners/’clients’ expect continuity:
what procedures exist for selection of new director?



Major Constraints (continued)
• What governance procedures exist for the Centre e.g. Centre  

advisory board or small Centre executive core committee:
to prevent claims of nepotism e.g. appointing postdocs 
or junior research officers or admin staff?

• Can a Research Centre co-ordinate a postgrad programme?
and will research workers, postdocs and PhDs do teaching:
with teaching and postgrad supervision duties written into 
their appointment contracts?

• Will Research Centre tenure/promotion systems and values take 
into account the 3rd mission activities and not just peer-review 
publications? 

i.e. by considering the IMPACT of use-oriented research? 

SO CURRENTLY WE HAVE ‘CREATIVITY AND CHAOS’ (COOPER 2011)
FOR NEW RESEACH CENTRES AT UNIVERSITIES



3(ii) University-based Solution: a new Academic Structure needed 
(larger than a department, smaller than a faculty)?



3(iii) Need New Structures & Values/ 
Norms to overcome major constraints

• The Director of this new building block of ‘Research Centre-
Structure’ must give leadership to say 3-5 research 
groups/units, each headed by a respective Senior Research 
Officer (and with Researchers & Interns located within each 
group and/or across the Centre)

• The Director of Centre must her/himself be accountable to a 
senior leader and a clearly defined broader executive system 
within which the Centre is located 

• Each Research Centre must have a defined ‘research mission’ 
(with name/logo); when its Director retires, there must be 
replacement procedures like that for a Head of Academic 
Department. In this way, the Centre provides a high quality 
AND sustainable, visible structure over time for undertaking 
use-oriented research for external stakeholders (I-G-CS)



Overcoming Constraints - continued

• Much valued, experienced Senior Researchers who each head 
a research group/unit within the Centre need to be appointed 
with long-term contracts, as do most Researchers within their 
defined groups/units; otherwise they leave for ‘better 
pastures’ after just a few years – thus dislocating the 
continuity which external stakeholders (I-G-CS) need for the 
provision of high quality and sustainable UIBR and PAR

• There needs to be a functional and well-defined 
administrative-technical system comprising personnel and 
resources both within and external to each Research Centre, 
which system provides the necessary infrastructure to enable 
sustainable use-oriented research over time by such a Centre



Overcoming Contraints - continued

• All the above – of a Centre research and administrative-
technical mass of personnel (at least 20 person-power per 
Centre) - cannot function adequately to provide research for a 
knowledge-economy-society embedded within the third 
industrial revolution, unless there is sufficient and sustained 
funding secured from both the state (regional and national) 
and external I-G-CS stakeholders

• New values and norms are needed, especially for the 
performance appraisal of researchers within each Centre, in 
order to ‘measure’ the QUALITY and IMPACT of their use-
oriented research (UIBR &PAR) - which cannot be assessed 
only in terms of ‘peer-reviewed academic publications’ in 
books and scholarly journals



4. CONCLUSION
Recognise there is a Global Consolidation of the 
post-1970s 2nd Academic (Scholarship) Transformation: 
with Third Scholarly Mission of ‘Use-Oriented Research’ for 
Socio-Economic-Cultural Development:

This makes possible, for new Research Centres to achieve
enhanced Research (both UIBR & PAR)
& stronger, sustainable Engaged Scholarship with External 
Non-Academic Partners i.e. to build a Quadruple Helix

But this needs
New Structures and Systems e.g. research ‘centre-
structures’, and New Values and Norms including new 
performance appraisal criteria
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